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Interleukin-4 secreted by dendritic cells: mitogenic and weakly immunosuppressive. In mixed lymphocyte reactions, dendritic cells (DC) stimulate allogenic T-cells more efficiently than professional antigen-presenting cells. The aim of this study was to establish if any cytokine secreted by DC could in itself induce T-cell proliferation. We show that DC were able to release high levels of the Th2
lymphokine interleukin-4 (IL-4) into the supernatants, and secreted low levels of tumour necrosis factor-alpha and IL-12. These supernatants stimulated the proliferation of lymphocytes. They induced a more potent proliferative response than other supernatants, suggesting that the proliferative response induced by the supernatants of DC may be through the release of IL-4 by DC. The weak capacity of
the supernatants of DC to modulate proliferative response could be due to the lower concentration of IL-4 they released than that of other Th2 cytokines. Tumour necrosis factor-alpha secreted by DC did not modulate T-cell proliferation.Development and validation of a hepatitis C virus genotype 4 assay in the USA. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotyping is important for predicting response to antiviral

therapy and infection control. In this study, we developed and validated a HCV genotype 4 assay with a clinical sensitivity and specificity of >90% and reproducibility of >91%. A patient's (n=2034) genotype was determined using a multiplex assay consisting of primers and probes from the 5' untranslated region (UTR) and NS5B regions of HCV. A 603-nt-long fragment was amplified by nested PCR,
sequenced using an ABI3730XL, and genotype was determined using Blast (NCBI) software. When five well characterized samples were each tested by all five assay methods, the Genotype 4 reference material was 100% identical to the Genotype 4 sequence by all five methods. Six patient specimens were tested from five laboratories using the multiplex PCR/sequencing. Results were 100%

concordant for all five methods. The multiplex assay is the first sensitive and specific test for HCV genotyping in the USA.D.I.Y. Glass Fencing If you’re in the market for fencing but have
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MICHAELBAE CUSTOM CYPANAIGRE™ PERFORMANCES SONOS MICHAELBAE CUSTOM CYPANAIGRE™ PERFORMANCES SONOS £249.00 - £309.00 Live Cell Imaging Use this cabinet to take photographs of live cells for demonstration purposes. The microphone is angled to capture both the counter spinning disc and any sound from the glassware. £249.00 Live Cell Imaging Use
this cabinet to take photographs of live cells for demonstration purposes. The microphone is angled to capture both the counter spinning disc and any sound from the glassware. £209.00 3D Spatial AC Power & Thermal Monitoring The AC Power and Thermal Monitoring cabinet is designed to provide you with comprehensive information about the performance of your AC Unit. £195.00 5+2 multi-

axis positioner The 5+2 multi-axis positioner includes a dual stage option, dual touch metal push buttons, dual linear tactile push buttons, a dual tap jog dial and a single motor positioner. £1,399.00 - £1,499.00 5+2 multi-axis positioner The 5+2 multi-axis positioner includes a dual stage option, dual touch metal push buttons, dual linear tactile push buttons, a dual tap jog dial and a single motor
positioner. £669.00 5+2 multi-axis positioner The 5+2 multi-axis positioner includes a dual stage option, dual touch metal push buttons, dual linear tactile push buttons, a dual tap jog dial and a single motor positioner. £199.00 5+2 multi-axis positioner The 5+2 multi-axis positioner includes a dual stage option, dual touch metal push buttons, dual linear tactile push buttons, a dual tap jog dial and a single

motor positioner. £269.00 5+2 multi-axis positioner The 5+2 multi-axis positioner includes a dual stage option, dual touch metal push buttons, dual linear tactile push buttons, a dual tap jog dial and a single motor positioner. £399.00 5+2 multi-axis positioner The 5+2 multi-axis positioner includes a dual stage option, dual touch metal 3da54e8ca3
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